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Abstract 

Spoken digits recognition (SDR) is a type of supervised automatic speech recognition, 
which is required in various human–machine interaction applications. It is utilized 
in phone-based services like dialing systems, certain bank operations, airline reserva-
tion systems, and price extraction. However, the design of SDR is a challenging task 
that requires the development of labeled audio data, the proper choice of feature 
extraction method, and the development of the best performing model. Even if several 
works have been done for various languages, such as English, Arabic, Urdu, etc., there 
is no developed Amharic spoken digits dataset (AmSDD) to build Amharic spoken 
digits recognition (AmSDR) model for the Amharic language, which is the official work-
ing language of the government of Ethiopia. Therefore, in this study, we developed 
a new AmSDD that contains 12,000 utterances of 0 (Zaero) to 9 (zet’enyi) digits which 
were recorded from 120 volunteer speakers of different age groups, genders, and dia-
lects who repeated each digit ten times. Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) 
and Mel-Spectrogram feature extraction methods were used to extract trainable 
features from the speech signal. We conducted different experiments on the devel-
opment of the AmSDR model using the AmSDD and classical supervised learning 
algorithms such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Random Forest (RF) as the baseline. To further 
improve the performance recognition of AmSDR, we propose a three layers Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) architecture with Batch normalization. The results of our 
experiments show that the proposed CNN model outperforms the baseline algorithms 
and scores an accuracy of 99% and 98% using MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram features, 
respectively.

Keywords: Automatic speech recognition, Spoken digit recognition, Amharic spoken 
digits recognition, Convolutional neural network, Speech feature extraction

Introduction
Speech is the most crucial part of communication between humans and machines. In 
the last decade, there has been a significant increase in the use of speech interfaces that 
enable hands-free human–machine communication. Speech interfaces make it pos-
sible for visually impaired people to communicate with machines straightforwardly. 
Speech instructions as machine input have various advantages because they are rapid, 
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hands-free, and may be supplied remotely. Due to automating jobs necessitating ongo-
ing interaction between humans and machines, automatic speech recognition (ASR) has 
received significant attention in recent decades [1, 2]. Spoken digits recognition (SDR) 
is a subset of supervised ASR in which the system can recognize each single digit. With 
the SDR, people can instruct machines via voice commands to perform various services 
such as dialing systems, airline reservation systems, certain bank operations, and price 
extraction. The SDR also simplifies the operation of technologies such as home automa-
tion and remotely controlled unmanned vehicles.

The goal of the SDR is to recognize human voice utterances from labeled audio data 
in the form of a signal. It uses various feature extraction techniques to encode features 
from signals and supervised machine learning (SML) [3] models to program intelligent 
machines without the involvement of a human. SML [3] is a type of machine learning 
that is driving forces in the modern computing era in speech recognition [4–7], and 
image classification [8–10]. Feature extraction is the process of keeping pertinent infor-
mation from the speech signal while removing irrelevant and unwanted information 
[11]. Different features, such as Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and Mel-
Spectrogram features, can be extracted from wave signals. These extracted features are 
considered as input to SML models [12, 13]. The SDR is commonly designed using clas-
sical machine learning and deep learning approaches. Classical SML includes Hidden 
Markov models (HMMs), Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) HMMs (GMM-HMMs), 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Random Forest (RF), and 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). These classical models convert the input signal into 
the feature space of a specific problem using a simple structure. Therefore, they can not 
express complex functions when processing speech signals. Recently, the Deep learn-
ing (DL) model has been applied to ASR [5]. The DL model is well-known for building 
an artificial neural network (ANN) and capturing complex relationships between data 
features through multiple layers [14]. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is an 
example of the DL model that preserves the inputs’ spatial structure, and it was initially 
proposed for the recognition of handwritten digits [15]. The CNN model is commonly 
used for image, speech, video, text, and graph analysis [16]. Recently, it has shown more 
impressive recognition results in many languages of ASR [5, 17–19] than the conven-
tional SML models.

There are approximately 7000 different languages spoken across the globe [20]. 
Amharic is the working language of the government of Ethiopia with a population of 
over 100 million people. Amharic is the most widely spoken language of Ethiopia and 
the second most commonly spoken Semitic language in the world after Arabic [21–23]. 
This language is spoken in different regions of Ethiopia especially in Addis Abeba, Goj-
jam, Gondar, Wollo, and North Showa with five different dialects [24]. Most people who 
speak this language are located in Ethiopia; however, there are speakers of Amharic in 
other countries, including Israel, Eritrea, Canada, the United States of America, Sweden, 
etc. The development of the ASR system for languages has impacted the creation of digi-
tal technologies and is also of significant economic value. Many researchers have inves-
tigated the SDR in various languages such as English, Arabic, Urdu, Hindi, Bangladesh, 
Uzbek, Pashto, Gujarati, etc. However, there has been little progress in the development 
of Amharic ASR [23, 25].
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Researching and developing any language’s ASR system requires a well-organized data-
set. Preparing high-quality datasets is crucial for the success of designing the DL models. 
However, the lack of the dataset is a significant obstacle to develop machine learning 
models. Freely available dataset for the public is vital to develop any speech recognition 
systems, especially for under-resourced languages such as the Amharic language. How-
ever, there is no previously developed and publicly accessible Amharic spoken digits 
dataset (AmSDD) for Amharic spoken digit recognition (AmSDR) model. Therefore, we 
are motivated to develop this dataset and the recognition system. In speech recognition 
models, the different factors such as dialects [26] and genders [27] have an impact on the 
performance of the machine learning models. Therefore, we collected our dataset from 
volunteer speakers in different dialects, genders, and age distribution for the purpose of 
building the general machine learning model.

The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• We introduce a new AmSDD that contains a digit 0 (Zaero) to 9 (zet’enyi) from 120 
volunteer speakers of different age groups, genders, and dialects with 10 repetitions 
of each digit. This dataset can be downloaded from here.1

• We propose AmSDR system using this AmSDD and various classical SML models to 
investigate the performance of the prediction and understanding of the nature of this 
dataset.

• To further improve the accuracy of the AmSDR, we also propose the DL model of 
CNN architecture with Batch Normalization and compare it with the baseline of 
classical SML models.

• We conducted extensive experimental evaluations to demonstrate the performance 
of the proposed work using MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram feature extraction tech-
niques.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: “Related work” section presents related 
work, and “Amharic spoken digits recognition system” section elaborates on the steps to 
design the Amharic spoken digit recognition system. The experimental results and dis-
cussion are provided in “Experimental results and discussions” section. Finally, “Conclu-
sion” section summarises the paper and gives directions for future works.

Related work
Many researchers have investigated SDR in various languages such as English, Arabic, 
Urdu, Hindi, Bangladesh, Uzbek, Pashto, Gujarati, etc. There are several works in Eng-
lish SDR (ESDR) [28–30]. Oruh et al. [28] presented ESDR using a deep forward ANN 
with hyperparameter optimization techniques, an ensemble method, RF, and regression. 
They used publicly available dataset [31], and Short-term Fourier transform with one 
hop encoding to extract features. Their deep forward ANN model scored 99.5% accu-
racy. Mahalingam and Rajakumar [29] presented ESDR using Long short-term memory 
(LSTM). The authors used the publicly available Free Spoken Digit Dataset (FSDD) [32], 
which contains 3000 utterances from six speakers with fifty repetitions for each digit. 

1 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/tewodrosalemu/amharic-spoken-digits-dataset-amsdd.
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They used wavelet scattering to extract features and got 97–98% accuracy with parame-
ter tuning using Bayesian optimization. Nasr et al. [30] proposed ESDR using deep ANN 
architecture. The authors used FSDD and MFCCs to extract features and achieved 93% 
accuracy. Sarm et al. [33] proposed ESDR using ANN. They collected recordings from 
30 male and 20 female speakers. The authors used Linear Prediction Coefficient feature 
extraction and Principal Component Analysis for variable reduction and achieved 82% 
accuracy. Taufik and Hanafiah [34] proposed an automated visual acuity test that can be 
performed on a standard computer with a microphone as an input device and a monitor. 
Visual acuity is assessed using a Snellen chart with digit Optotype and is based on the 
user’s response in the form of spoken digits. The authors used MFCCs for feature extrac-
tion and the CNN model. Their model achieved 91.4% accuracy.

Numerous researchers have investigated Arabic SDR (ASDR). Wazir et  al. [35] pro-
posed ASDR using LSTM and collected 1040 audio samples, and divided it into 840 for 
training and 200 for testing. They used MFCCs for feature extraction and achieved 69% 
accuracy. Zerari et al. [36] presented a comprehensive framework for ASDR and spoken 
TV commands via LSTM and ANN. The authors used both MFCCs (dynamic and static 
features) extraction strategies as well as the Filter Banks coefficient. LSTM or Gated 
Recurrent Unit (GRU) architecture is utilized for encoding the sequences and is intro-
duced to a Multi Layer Perceptron network (MLP) for recognition. Their model reaches 
96% accuracy. Azim et al. [18] proposed ASDR using CNN model. They used 8800 utter-
ances to represent all digits with ten repetitions among 88 speakers. The authors utilize 
MFCCs for feature extraction, and their CNN model scored 99% accuracy.

Urdu SDR (USDR) has been proposed in [19, 37, 38]. Hasnain and Awan [37] investi-
gated the frequency analysis of USDR via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) feature extrac-
tion. The authors experimented on 15 speakers and observed a strong correlation 
between numerous speakers’ frequency contents of the same word. Ali et al. [38] pro-
posed USDR using RF, SVM, and LDA. The experiment was conducted on ten speakers 
and MFCCs were used for feature extraction. They got 73% accuracy on SVM, which 
is better than RF and LDA. Aiman et  al. [19] proposed CNN model for USDR. They 
collected 25,518 audio samples from 740 participants. The authors extracted Mel-Spec-
trogram from the audio signal and made the classification of digits using different algo-
rithms. Their proposed CNN model reaches 97% accuracy.

Several works have been proposed in Bangali SDR (BSDR). Gupta and Sarkar [39] 
proposed BSDR in noisy and noise-free environments by multiple speakers with differ-
ent dialects. MFCCs and Principal Component Analysis were used for feature extrac-
tion and feature reduction. The authors designed using MLP, RF, and SVM, scored more 
than 90% accuracy. Paul et al. [40] proposed BSDR using GMMs and MFCCs for feature 
extraction and achieved 91.7% prediction accuracy. Riffat Sharmin et al. [17] proposed 
BSDR using CNN model. They used MFCCs for feature extraction and achieved 98.37% 
accuracy. Das et  al. [41] proposed the mixed Bangla-English SDR Using CNN model. 
They used the combination of Bangla-English datasets and MFCCs feature extraction 
and achieved 87% accuracy.

In other languages, the SDR also has been investigated by many researchers. Dhand-
hania et al. [42] proposed Hindi SDR using the HMMs. They collected 1000 utterances 
from 20 speakers, used MFCCs for feature extraction, and achieved 75% accuracy. Zada 
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and Ullah [43] proposed Pashto SDR via CNN model. They used 500 utterances from 
25 male and 25 female speakers with ten repetitions for each digit, MFCCs for feature 
extraction, and achieved 84.17% accuracy. Musaev et al. [44] proposed Uzbek SDR via 
CNN model. They collected 19 women speakers with 10 repetitions for each digit and 
used spectrogram for feature extraction. Their model scored 99.7% accuracy. Renjith 
et al. [45] proposed Malayalam SDR via HMMs. They used MFCCs for feature extraction 
and attained 87% accuracy. Dalsaniya et al. [46] proposed Gujarat SDR via naive ANN 
classifier. The authors collected audio samples from 20 speakers in different regions, 
genders, and age groups, with ten repetitions for each digit. MFCCs were used to extract 
features, and 75% accuracy was achieved.

Amharic spoken digits recognition system
Before performing a recognition task, there are basic procedures to follow. In this work, 
we followed five steps: speech collection, speech preprocessing, feature extraction, 
choosing supervised learning models, and applying recognition tasks. Figure  1 shows 
the detailed procedure of the design of the SDR system. Speech collection is performed 
by selecting the target speaker group representing the whole population. The collected 
speech is connected digits; thus, a preprocessing step is needed. In the preprocessing 
step, we made a segmentation to change connected digits to isolated digit audio samples. 
We chose parameters for the audio samples such as sample rate, format type, file renam-
ing, etc. Performing a prediction on an audio signal is time-consuming; therefore, select-
ing the appropriate feature extraction method is essential to compute the recognition 
tasks efficiently and to get a remarkable prediction result. Depending on the machine 
learning model, features are required to be reshaped. Due to SDR being a supervised 
task, well-known supervised algorithms are used to investigate the performance of 
the prediction. The recognition performance of these well-known algorithms has not 

Fig. 1 The design of SDR system
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reached a satisfactory level due to the characteristics of the languages and the model 
itself. Therefore, we propose a DL framework.

Speech collection

We prepared AmSDD for our digit recognition task. The primary reason for our motiva-
tion is to develop a general Amharic speech dataset to make automatic AmSDR efficient 
and robust. To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available AmSDD. There-
fore, this is a new publicly available AmSDD dataset that can be used by other research-
ers to design the DL model.

The Amharic language has its own scripts and pronunciations as described in Table 1. 
We collected Amharic speech from volunteer speakers of various ages, genders, and dia-
lect groups. There were 120 participants in three age groups: 5–19, 20–40, 41–75, and 
in five dialects such as Addis Abeba, Gojjam, Gondar, Wollo, and North Showa. Figure 2 
shows participants’ age distribution, and the majority of participants ranged in age from 
19 to 40 years old. Male participants slightly outnumbered female participants, as shown 
in Fig. 2. We recorded each audio sample using a mobile recorder with a sample rate of 
44.1 kHz in mp4 format and different environments, including normal, noisy, and closed 

Table 1 Amharic digits script and pronunciation

Digits Amharic digits script Pronunciation

0 zaero

1 ānidi

2 huleti

3 sositi

4 ārati

5 āmisiti

6 sedisiti

7 sebati

8 siminiti

9 zet’enyi

Fig. 2 Number of speakers age distribution
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room, to make the dataset more diverse and challenging for prediction. A total of 12,000 
utterances were recorded. Each class has an equal number of samples, which is 1200 
utterances.

Speech preprocessing

The initial recorded audio samples are continuous speech with a high sample rate. 
Therefore, speech preprocessing is needed to make isolated digits and to downsample 
its sample rate. We performed manual and automatic segmentation techniques to cre-
ate isolated digits. Before applying segmentation, all audio samples were changed to 
16 kHz sample rate, a mono channel, 16-bit float datatype, and wav file format. However, 
manual segmentation requires more labor-intensive work. Therefore, to reduce the pre-
processing time, first we manually segmented a single digit continuous spoken with 10 
repetitions, and then each ten continuous spoken digits is again segmented using auto-
matic segmentation. We used a python Pydub [47] package for automatic segmentation 
which is a general purpose audio processing functionality. From this package, we used 
split_on_silence method which returns splitting audio segment on silent sections. We 
provided these two parameters min_silence_len is 250 and silence_thresh is −60 to this 
method. Naming convention of each file was <SpeakerID>_<Digit>_<Repetition>. For 
example, in an audio file named S1_01_Five_10.wav, S1 indicates a speaker 1, Five rep-
resents a digit 5, and 10 represents how many times the speaker repeated the digit 5. 
All audio samples are arranged based on their class type. Table 2 describes the detailed 
characteristics of AmSDD.

Feature extraction

The feature extraction method is the most crucial component in the design of the ASR 
system. It assists the system in identifying the speaker by extracting relevant features 
from the input signal [11]. Although it is theoretically possible to recognize speech 
directly from a digitized waveform, extracting some features is preferable to minimize 

Table 2 Characteristics of AmSDD

Attributes Values

Sampling rate 16 kHz

Number of quantization (bits) 16 bit

Number of channel mono

Audio file format .wav

Number of speakers according to genders Male and female

Age distribution Children, young and middle age

Recording environment Normal life, closed room and with noise

Duration Less than 1 s

Dialects Addis Ababa, Gojjam, Gondar, Wollo 
and North Showa

Number of speakers 120

Number of tokens per speaker 100

Number of digits 10

Number of repetitions per digit 10

Total number of utterances 12,000
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variability [48] due to the high variability of speech signals. There are different types of 
feature extraction methods [49]. However, in this study, we used the most popular fea-
ture extraction method for SDR, such as Mel-Spectrogram and MFCCs.

Mel‑spectrogram

A spectrogram is a graphical representation of the frequencies of a given signal as they 
change over time. One axis represents time, the second axis represents frequencies, and 
the colors represent the magnitude (amplitude) of the observed frequency at a given time 
in a spectrogram representation. Strong frequencies are represented by bright colors. 
Smaller frequencies (0–1 kHz) are particularly powerful. The audio signal is divided into 
equal-length segments (frames) to create a spectrogram. The STFT is then computed for 
each frame. The logarithmic Mel-Scaled filter bank is applied to the Fourier transformed 
frames to generate the Mel-Spectrogram [50]. The Mel-Spectrogram feature for each 
class zero to nine are illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.

Fig. 3 MFCCs feature extraction

Fig. 4 Class 0: 

Fig. 5 Class 1: 
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Mel‑frequency cepstral coefficients

MFCCs are the most dominant feature extraction method for SDR [11, 49]. The cepstral 
representation of an audio clip is used to generate MFCCs. The block diagram in Fig. 3 
shows the steps involved while computing MFCCs. In the process of MFCCs feature 
extraction, first, the analog continuous time varying input signal is given as an input. 
Since high frequencies in the input speech signal often have a smaller magnitude than 

Fig. 6 Class 2: 

Fig. 7 Class 3: 

Fig. 8 Class 4: 

Fig. 9 Class 5: 
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lower frequencies, a pre-emphasis filter is applied to amplify the high frequencies. After 
pre-emphasis, the signal is split into short-time frames. This step is necessary because 
frequencies in a signal change over time. This can be extracted from each input speech 
signal with a frame size of 25 ms, which is considered as stationary segment. After fram-
ing, the next step is windowing on each segmented frame to minimize spectral distor-
tion of the signal. This is done using the windowing function like hamming window. The 

Fig. 10 Class 6: 

Fig. 11 Class 7:

Fig. 12 Class 8: 

Fig. 13 Class 9: 
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next step is to convert each frame using a fast Fourier transform (FFT), which is also 
called Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). A Fourier transform converts the time to 
frequency and vice versa. The final step in the MFCC is Filter Bank analysis, which is 
computed for each frame by applying the discrete cosine transform (DCT). The DCT 
of the log power spectrum on a nonlinear mel scale represents the short-time power 
spectrum of an audio clip. DCT is applied because the output of the filter bank is highly 
correlated, which will become difficult for the machine learning algorithm to deal with it 
[51, 52].

Visualization

We demonstrated each class’s audio sample in wave signal, Mel-Spectrogram, and 
MFCCs as illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. To visualize audio samples of 
each class, we loaded audio samples using the Librosa library [53]. From this visualiza-
tion, we can understand that any representation of the waveform, Mel-Spectrogram, and 
MFCCs for each class digit is unique.

Supervised machine learning

SML makes use of data that has been labeled. The data is labeled because it consists of 
pairs of inputs that a vector can represent and their corresponding desired output. The 
vector can be used to represent the input, and the desired output can be described as a 
supervisory signal. Because the correct output is already known, the learning mecha-

nism is said to be supervised. Suppose that we have a training set 
{

x(i), y(i)
m
}

i=1

 draw from 

a joint distribution p(x, y), x ∈ X , y ∈ Y  , where X is MFCCs or Mel-Spectrogram fea-
tures, Y is a labels and m is the number of training sample. The goal of supervised learn-
ing is to get a decision function f : X → Y  that correctly predicts the output of unseen 
input from the same distribution. This prediction is called a supervised automatic SDR 
task. This problem can be solved using supervised learning models such as LDA, KNN, 
RF, SVM, and CNN.

Linear discriminant analysis

LDA [54] is the SML and dimensionality reduction that can be used to classify data as 
well as reduce the number of dimensions of the data. To achieve a higher level of sepa-
rability, the LDA first transforms the data into a matrix and then calculates inter-class 
and intra-class variance. Second, the distance between the mean and the samples of 
each class is computed across all test cases. Finally, it builds the lower dimensional space 
while minimizing the intra-class variance and maximizing inter-class variance. LDA is 
also used in SDR task [38].

K‑nearest neighbors

KNN is a simple yet effective SML that is used in a wide range of applications. Given a 
test audio to be classified based on feature extraction type, the algorithm searches for 
the k nearest neighbors among the pre-classified training audio sample using some simi-
larity measure, ranks those k neighbors based on their similarity scores, and uses the 
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categories of the k nearest neighbors to predict the category of the test audio using the 
ranked scores of each as the prediction weight.

Support vector machine

SVM, is a well-known example of SML that makes use of a hyperplane to divide the 
training data in order to categorize future predictions. The hyperplanes serve as decision 
boundaries that assist in the categorization of the data points. They are used to divide a 
dataset into two different classes. The goal of SVM is to create a dividing hyperplane that 
is maximally distant from both classes. This helps to organize the data in accordance 
with the category to which it belongs. It accomplishes this by locating the support vec-
tors that have the greatest possible margin space between them. SVM is applied in many 
classification tasks in various domains and is also applicable for SDR task [38, 39].

Random forest

RF [55] is an example of SML based on an ensemble classifier that combines the pre-
dictions of many decision trees through the use of majority voting in order to output 
the class for a given input vector. Each decision tree that is a part of the ensemble pro-
cess to select a subset of features at random in order to determine which split is the 
most optimal at each node of the decision tree. During the process of training the model, 
each tree is presented with a random selection of the data. This may cause some trees to 
use the same data more than once. The purpose of this is to reduce the variance of the 
model, which in turn reduces the disparity in the scores that were predicted based on 
the results. When dividing up the nodes in the trees, only a small subset of the features 
should be used. This is done to prevent the model from overfitting, which occurs when 
the model uses the training data to inflate the predictions made by the model. The pro-
cess of using the average of the predictions made by each tree to determine the overall 
category of the data is referred to as bootstrap aggregating. This method is used when 
making predictions using RF.

Convolutional neural network

CNN is a type of ANN that helps to design the DL model. Even though CNN has made 
significant progress in image recognition and ASR, it has not been applied to AmSDR. In 
this work, we propose CNN for AmSDR, which consists of a number of layers such as a 
convolutional layer, max pooling layer, dropout layer, flatten layer, fully connected layer, 
and softmax layer to achieve high recognition performance.

Let X be a sequence of an acoustic feature that X ∈ R
C ∗ F ∗ T where C is a number of 

channels, F is a number of frequency bands, and T is a time length. The convolutional 
layer multiplies the input X with a set of kernel filters. We have used three convolutional 
layers, as shown in Fig. 14. We used an activation function to normalize the input and 
produce an output, which is then passed forward to the next layer. The activation func-
tion introduces nonlinearity into the output, allowing neural networks to solve nonlin-
ear problems. Sigmoid, Than, ReLU, and LReLU are examples of activation functions 
[56]. ReLU ( α ) is a widely used activation function in convolutional networks. Let x be 
an input, and a function α(x) = max(x, 0) ; if the value of x is negative, α(x) will be zero; 
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otherwise, the value of α(x) will be equal to x. Therefore, we used the ReLU activation 
function in each convolutional layer.

After obtaining the feature maps, a pooling (sub-sampling) layer is added alongside 
the convolutional layers. The pooling layer’s task is to reduce the spatial size of the con-
volved feature and training time while preventing overfitting. There are two types of 
pooling: maximum (max) and average pooling. In this work, we used max pooling. In 
max pooling, the maximum value is chosen from a given kernel size and located in the 
output matrix [57]. Batch Normalization (BN) is a widely used technique for training 
deep neural networks faster and more consistently. Therefore, we used BN in each con-
volutional layer.

The output of the convolutional and pooling operations was a two-dimensional matrix. 
Therefore, this matrix must be flattened before being fed to the fully connected layer 
(FC). Therefore, the FC layers are added to CNN architectures at the end, and they are 
the ones that are responsible for carrying out the classification process. After flattening 
layers, we used three FC layers, and each input is connected to all the neurons. This layer 
operates on a one-dimensional input tensor.

Experimental results and discussions
Experimental setups and configuration of parameters

The experiment was conducted on Ubuntu operating system 22.04, the 11th Gen 
Intel®Core™i9-11950  H CPU @2.60 GHz 2.60 × 16, 32.00 GB RAM Dell computer 
and NVIDIA T600 laptop GPU with 4 GB video memory card. Manually and auto-
matically segmented speeches were prepared using Audacity software [58] and 
Python’s pydub [47] package, respectively. The proposed CNN model implementation 
and feature extractions were performed using Pytorch [59]. We used Adam optimizer, 
learning rate of 0.0001, 64 batch size, 100 epochs and ReLU activation function for 
the training of the CNN model. To implement LDA, KNN, SVM, and RF, we used 
Scikit-learn [60]. We extracted MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram features based on the 
parameters described in Table 3. For MFCCs, we used all parameters in Table 3. How-
ever, for Mel-Spectrogram, we used all parameters in Table 3 except the number of 
Mel bands and Cepstral coefficients. We used 128 number of Mel Filter Banks for 
the Mel-Spectrogram feature, but Cepstral coefficients are not required it. Since the 
wave signal of each utterance has a different size, we used padding for the shorter 

Fig. 14 Proposed CNN architecture
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wave signal to make it equal to the longer signal. The dimension of the extracted 
MFCCs feature is (X, n, m), where X is the number of training or test sample, n is 
Cepstral coefficients and m is a number of time frames (the sample rate times the 
duration of audio divided by hop length). This dimension depends on the extracted 
MFCCs features and the length of the signal. In our case, the dimension of MFCCs 
is (X, 13, 63). Similarly, the dimension of the Mel-spectrogram feature is (X, 128, 63), 
where 128 is a number of Mel Filter Banks. We investigated the recognition accuracy 
using well-known supervised learning algorithms such as LDA, KNN, SVM, and RF. 
To feed the MFCCs and Mel-spectrogram as input to LDA, KNN, SVM, and RF, the 
shape of the input should be changed to a one-dimensional feature vector. Therefore, 
the length of the MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram feature vectors are 13 * 63 = 819 and 
128 * 63 = 8064, respectively. Finally, we used (X, 819) and (X, 8064) feature vectors 
for MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram, respectively, to train or test the above algorithms. 
We observed that the accuracy of these models is not satisfactory; thus, we designed 
the deep CNN as shown in Fig. 14. For the proposed CNN model, the dimensions of 
MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram features are (1,  13,  63) and (1,  128,  63), where 1 is a 
mono channel, respectively. We developed the CNN with different layers as depicted 
in Table 4.

Table 3 Feature extraction parameters

Parameters Values

Sampling rate 16 kHz, 16 bit

Fast Fourier transform 512

Hop length 256

Applied window Hamming

Number of Mel Filter Banks 23

Cepstral coefficients 13

Table 4 The detailed proposed CNN model parameters using MFCCs feature

Types of layer Dimension Remarks

Input (1, 13, 63) MFCCs

Conv2d (32, 12, 62) kernel 2 × 2, stride = 1, ReLu activation

Maxpool2d (32, 6, 31) Max pool 2 × 2

BatchNorm2d (32, 6, 31) N.A

Conv2d (64, 5, 30) Kernel 2 × 2, stride = 1, ReLu activation

BatchNorm2d (64, 5, 30) N.A

Conv2d (128, 4, 29) Kernel 2 × 2, stride = 1, ReLu activation

Maxpool2d (128, 2, 14) Max pool 2 × 2

BatchNorm2d (128, 2, 14) N.A

Dropout (128, 2, 14) Dropout rate = 0.4

Flatten 3584 N.A

Linear 256 ReLu activation

Dropout 256 Dropout rate = 0.4

Linear 128 ReLu activation

Dropout 128 Dropout rate = 0.4

Linear 10 Softmax activation
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Performance evaluation metrics

We used the following performance evaluation metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, and 
F1-Score. Because the SDR is a multi-label classification with a class imbalance problem, 
test accuracy is not the ideal metric for evaluating the model. Thus, the classification 
report is more appropriate to display on a class-by-class basis. True Positive (TP) and 
True Negative (TN) represent the number of positive and negative samples identified 
correctly, respectively. On the other hand, False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN) 
represent the number of positive and negative samples identified incorrectly. Equations 
(1–4) describe the mathematical aspect of the metrics [61].

Experimental results

We split the AmSDD into 80% and 20% for training and testing cases, respectively. Each 
model was trained five times with a different random train/test split, and the average 
test data results were presented. We investigated the performance of the AmSDR using 
MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram features, as shown in Fig.  15. The recognition perfor-
mance of LDA, KNN, and SVM using the MFCCs feature is far better than the Mel-
Spectrogram feature. However, MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram feature extraction for RF 
and proposed CNN showed almost near recognition results, as shown in Fig. 15. Our 
proposed CNN model using MFCCs scored accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Score for 
99%, 99%, 99.01%, 99%, respectively. Due to the MFCCs feature showing better results 
than Mel-Spectrogram, we used the MFCCs feature to compare with other models and 
further analyze the proposed CNN model.

Based on MFCCs features, the proposed CNN model outperformed LDA, KNN, SVM, 
and RF by absolute accuracy margins of 10.10%, 7.07%, 4.04%, 3.03%, respectively, as 
shown in Fig. 15a. The proposed CNN outperformed LDA, KNN, SVM, and RF by pre-
cision margins of 10.10%, 7.07%, 4.04%, and 3.03%, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 15b. 
The proposed CNN model outperformed in terms of recall by 10.10% of LAD, 7.07% of 
KNN, 4.04% of SVM, and 3.03% of RF, as shown in Fig. 15c. Similarly, it outperformed 
LDA, KNN, SVM, and RF by F1-Score margins of 10.10%, 7.07%, 4.04%, 3.03%, respec-
tively, as depicted in Fig. 15d.

The confusion matrices of our model using the MFCCs features are shown in Fig. 16. 
The diagonal values illustrate the true class 1 predicted as class 1, and the same is true 

(1)Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100,

(2)Precision =
TP

TP + FP
× 100,

(3)Recall =
TP

TP + FN
× 100,

(4)F1− Score = 2∗
Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+ Recall
× 100.
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for other digit classes. We observed from this confusion matrix which classes were 
wrongly predicted. For example, class 0 and 1 are 98% correctly predicted, and the 
other 2% is wrongly classified as other classes. The model wrongly predicted class 0 
as 1% to class 2 and 1% to class 8. Similarly, the model wrongly predicted class 1 as 
1% to class 4 and 1% to class 7. This class 0 and 1 prediction result affects the model’s 
overall accuracy. In general, our confusion matrix shows good prediction results. Fur-
ther, to analyze the proposed CNN, we calculated the individual class level accuracy, 
precision, recall, and F1-Score from this confusion matrix as shown in Table 5. These 

Fig. 15 Recognition performance of the models

Fig. 16 Confusion matrix
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results indicated that our model showed good performance scores at the class level 
and overall class.

We plotted the learning curve for accuracy and loss for training and validation as 
shown in Fig. 17. Fig. 17a, b show the accuracy and loss curves of training and validation, 
respectively. This learning curve is used to detect the overfitting and underfitting prob-
lems of the model. Therefore, we observed that our model ideally learns with training 
and validation samples without underfitting or overfitting problems.

As described in Table  6, we checked the performance of our proposed CNN model 
with other two open spoken digits datasets such as English and Gujarati. Therefore, our 
model showed comparable accuracy. We investigated the performance of our AmSDR 

Table 5 Performance evaluation per class level

Bolded value indicate the good experimental results

Classes Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%) Accuracy (%)

0 98.00 100.00 98.98 98.00

1 98.80 97.00 97.51 98.80

2 99.00 99.00 99.00 99.00

3 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

4 99.00 98.00 98.50 99.00

5 99.00 100.00 99.49 99.00

6 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

7 99.00 98.00 98.50 99.00

8 99.00 98.00 98.50 99.00

9 99.00 100.00 99.49 99.00

Mean 99.00 99.01 99.00 99.00

Fig. 17 Learning convergency curve for accuracy and loss

Table 6 The performance of our proposed CNN in other languages

Languages No. of 
utterances

Training size 
(%)

Test size (%) Feature extraction Accuracy (%)

English [32] 3000 80 20 MFCCs 98.33

Mel-spectrogram 97.50

Gujarati [46] 1940 80 20 MFCCs 96.80

Mel-spectrogram 88.00
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model with the state-of-the-art other language SDR models based on the attributes 
described in Table  7. Table  7 shows nine other languages’ models, feature extraction, 
and accuracy. This result indicated that our methodology and method are practical 
approaches. Therefore, a more attractive result was found in our Amharic language SDR 
as described in Table 7.

Impact of various factors on model performance

We showed the impact of genders, dialects, sample rate, number of MFCCs, learn-
ing rate, and batch size in our model. We showed the effects of gender on AmSDR as 
described in Table  8. In our dataset, we recorded 42.5% of female and 57.5% of male 
speakers. To check the effect of gender, we trained the model only on females’ speech 
and tested it on males’ speech and vice versa. Therefore, we observed that the model 
performance is greatly reduced by training and testing using different genders. To con-
firm this effect on the model may be in data splitting, we randomly split the dataset by 
42.5% and 57.5% for training and testing including both speeches and vice versa. In both 
cases, we observed that the accuracy of the model is increased. Therefore, we conclude 
that training a model using only female or male speeches can not guarantee the perfor-
mance of the model.

We showed the effect of dialects in our model as described in Table 9. Out of the five 
dialects, we trained the model by combining four dialects and tested it with the remain-
ing dialect. For example, we trained our model using Addis Ababa, Gondar, Gojjam, 

Table 7 Latest results in other languages SDR

Languages Models Feature extractions Accuracy (%)

English [28] DFNN MFCCs 99.50

Arabic [18] CNN MFCCs 99.00

Urdu [19] CNN Mel-Spectrogram 97.00

Bangali [17] CNN MFCCs 98.37

Hindi [62] Pattern network MFCCs 96.80

Gujarati [63] CNN MFCCs 98.70

Portugese [64] SVM Line spectral frequencies (LSF) 99.33

Pashato [65] SVM Prosodic 91.50

Amharic (ours) CNN MFCCs 99.00

Table 8 The effect of genders in recognition accuracy

Training type Training size 
(%)

Test type Test size (%) Feature extraction Accuracy (%)

Females 42.5 Males 57.5 MFCCs 81.50

Mel-spectrogram 73.20

Males 57.5 Females 42.5 MFCCs 92.50

Mel-spectrogram 82.50

Both 42.5 Both 57.5 MFCCs 97.62

Mel-spectrogram 96.54

Both 57.5 Both 42.5 MFCCs 98.50

Mel-spectrogram 97.64
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and North Shewa and tested with the Wollo dialect. The same procedure was applied 
by interchanging other dialects. From Table 9, we observed that the recognition perfor-
mance of the model is greatly reduced through dialects by both MFCCs and Mel-spec-
trogram features. Therefore, we concluded that dialects have an impact on recognition 
accuracy.

We made an ablation study to choose an optimal batch size and learning rate as 
described in Table  10. Leaning rate and batch size are hyperparameters that are used 
to govern the pace at which an algorithm updates. Batch size is crucial since it influ-
ences both training time and model generalization. A lower batch size allows the model 
to learn from each individual example, but training takes longer.

A larger batch size trains a model faster, but the model may not capture the intricacies 
in the data. The learning rate controls the weight of the ANN concerning the loss gradi-
ent. The smaller the learning rate, it increases the training time. Therefore, we chose the 
optimal batch size and learning rate to get the appropriate performance of the model as 
shown in Table 10.

There are a few procedures involved in preprocessing speech data before it is fed into 
the neural network. To begin, we made an experiment as shown in Table 11 by down-
sampling all audio clips to a sampling rate of 8kHz to 24kHz. We observed that the 
higher sample rate increased the training time and did not have a significant effect on 
accuracy. Therefore, we selected the sample rate of 16kHz to prepare our dataset. Simi-
larly, as shown in Table 12, the number of MFCCs also affects the training time of the 
model. As the number of MFCCs is increased, the training time of the models is also 

Table 9 The effect of dialects in recognition accuracy

Training type Training size (%) Test type Test size (%) Feature extraction Accuracy (%)

Addis 
Ababa + Gondar + Goj-
jam + North Shewa

84.99 Wollo 15.01 MFCCs 91.00

Mel-spectrogram 87.28

Addis 
Ababa + Gondar + Goj-
jam + North Wollo

81.67 North Shewa 18.33 MFCCs 94.50

Mel-spectrogram 92.40

Addis 
Ababa + Gondar + North 
Shewa + Wollo

80.00 Gojjam 20.00 MFCCs 93.00

Mel-spectrogram 87.80

Addis Ababa + Goj-
jam + North Shewa + Wollo

74.18 Gondar 25.82 MFCCs 91.50

Mel-spectrogram 85.00

Gondar + Gojjam + North 
Shewa + Wollo

75.83 Addis Ababa 24.17 MFCCs 92.50

Mel-spectrogram 89.72

Table 10 The effect learning rate and batch size in our CNN model

Bolded value indicate the good experimental results

Learning rate Batch size Execution time (s) Loss Accuracy (%)

1 4 499.59 2.363 9.79

0.1 8 259.34 2.361 10.59

0.01 16 494.06 2.360 10.083

0.001 32 125.48 1.496 96.45

0.0001 64 96.68 1471 99.083
0.00001 128 103.5 1.472 98.83
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increased. Thus, for SDR, we used 13 MFCCs to speed up training time and to get better 
accuracy.

Conclusion
In this study, we have developed a new Amharic spoken digits dataset that contains 
12,000 utterances. MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram features were used to extract trainable 
features from wave signals. The performance of various classical supervised machine 
learning algorithms for Amharic spoken digits recognition was investigated. The recog-
nition performance of these classical algorithms using the MFCCs feature is far better 
than the Mel-Spectrogram feature. Moreover, we have also proposed the Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) model to improve the recognition performance. The recognition 
performance of the proposed CNN using MFCCs and Mel-Spectrogram retains 99% and 
98% accuracy, respectively. This result shows that the performance of the proposed CNN 
model is far superior to the baseline algorithms. Ethiopia has a lot of domestic languages 
that are widely spoken in different regions. Thus, the proposed deep learning model can 
also be applied to the development of spoken digits recognition, for other languages 
like Afaan Oromoo, Tigrigna, Somalia, etc. Moreover, the recognition performance of 
this system can be enhanced in the future by tuning model parameters and combining 
more than two feature extraction techniques instead of using a single feature extraction 
technique.

Abbreviations
SDR  Spoken digits recognition (SDR)
AmSDD  Amharic spoken digits dataset
AmSDR  Amharic spoken digits recognition
MFCCs  Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
LDA  Linear discriminant analysis
KNN  K-nearest neighbors

Table 11 The effect of the sample rate in our CNN model

Bolded value indicate the good experimental results

Sample rate Trainable params Execution time (s) Loss Accuracy (%)

8kHz 469,418 49.50 1.473 98.958

16 kHz 993,706 96.68 1.471 99.083
22.05 kHz 1,386,922 106.18 1.472 98.875

24 kHz 1,517,994 113.15 1.471 99.083

Table 12 The effect of the number of MFCCs in our CNN model

Bolded value indicate the good experimental results

No. of MFCCs Trainable params Execution time (s) Loss Accuracy (%)

13 993,706 96.68 1.471 99.083
15 993,706 89.99 1.472 98.95

20 1,452,458 116.71 1.473 98.75

25 2,369,962 162.57 1.473 98.83

30 2,828,714 187.64 1.473 98.85

35 3,287,466 229.63 1.472 98.92

40 3,746,218 251.54 1.473 98.75
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SVM  Support vector machine
RF  Random forest
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